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Over the past six months the performance of Japanese equities has been driven by the

sharp depreciation of the Yen versus the US Dollar. Having languished at levels close to

Y100/USD as late as September 2016, the rapid appreciation of the US Dollar in a post-

election environment saw the Yen weaken rapidly to over Y118 to the US Dollar and more

recently hovering around Y1151.

 

The main impact of the weaker Yen, which is a core part of the Bank of Japan's policy

aims, is to reinvigorate inflation through higher import prices, helping to stimulate

demand but additionally to boost exporters and overseas sales and profits. Whilst

domestic recovery is a long-term aim, the weaker Yen can have a more meaningful and

direct impact on export oriented companies. This has been quick to reveal itself in the

outperformance of the export-tilted Japan Hedged Equity Index compared to other Japanese

equity benchmarks such as MSCI Japan and the JPX NIkkei 400, all measured with a US

Dollar hedge.

 

Chart 1: WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index outperforms v JPX Nikkei 400 vChart 1: WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index outperforms v JPX Nikkei 400 v

MSCI JapanMSCI Japan

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree

Past performance is not indicative of future results

As the Yen weakened by 12% the WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index rose by over 20%,

whilst the other benchmarks rose by 16% and 15% respectively2. Over time it is also
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evident that the WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index is typically more sensitive to

movements in the exchange rate. Chart 2 highlights how WisdomTree's focus on exporters

provides for outperformance as the Yen weakens.

 

Chart 2: Rolling one month returns: WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index moreChart 2: Rolling one month returns: WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index more

sensitive to exchange ratesensitive to exchange rate

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree

Past performance is not indicative of future results

 

There are a number of factors that help drive this performance but the most powerful is

the positive impact on profits that comes from changes in the exchange rate. For the

Japanese equity market as a whole, as represented by the TOPIX index, there is

substantial potential upside to profits should the Yen exchange rate stay at current

levels. Compared to previous profit forecasts, with the Yen at around Y115/USD and

estimated sales growth of 2%, profits, as measured by earnings per share, would rise by

over 30%. Even if the Yen were to strengthen modestly to Y110, with 2% sales growth,

profits would be expected to rise by over 23%.

 

Chart 3: Estimated sales growth v Yen appreciationChart 3: Estimated sales growth v Yen appreciation
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Source: Bloomberg 

Past performance is not indicative of future results

 

Japan Hedged Equity IndexJapan Hedged Equity Index

 

WisdomTree's unique export-oriented index for dividend paying stocks, requires companies

to have more than 20% of overseas-derived revenue providing a differentiated sector and

company composition. This methodology tends to produce an index that has substantial

deviations in sector weights compared to benchmarks such as MSCI Japan. These sector

over and underweights can deliver significant contributions to performance.

 

The current largest overweight sector is Consumer Discretionary with a weight close to

25%, a 4.1% overweight, although this has only had a modest impact on performance.

Industrials, where the WisdomTree Index is overweight by almost 2.5% has delivered 30%

of the outperformance of the past six months. Two areas where the index is substantially

underweight are the domestically oriented Telecommunications Services and Real Estate

sectors. On a combined basis the WisdomTree index is around 10% points underweight

relative to MSCI Japan, and this has delivered 2.4% of outperformance accounting for

almost 44% of the alpha generated over the past six months.

 

The WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index has also outperformed the JPX Nikkei 400 Index,

which has a focus on quality factors such as return on equity and operating profits, as

well as corporate governance measures.

 

Japanese equities remain an important single country allocation for the majority of

investors with it having the second largest weight in global benchmarks, with close to

9% in the MSCI World Index. Owning Japan based on factors such as the weakening Yen,

which is key to the performance of the economy, suggests that investors should consider

the WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index due to its focus on export oriented stocks.

 

Sector comparisons of US Dollar hedge indicesSector comparisons of US Dollar hedge indices
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Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree

Past performance is not indicative of future results

 

 

Sources:
1 As of 13 March 2017
2 7 September 2016 to 7 March 2017

 

Investors interested in Japan USD hedged exposure may consider the following the ETFs:

 

+ WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF USD Hedged (DXJ)

+ WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF – USD Hedged Acc (DXJA)

+ WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - GBP Hedged (DXJP)

+ WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - EUR Hedged (DXJF)

+ WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - CHF Hedged (DXJD)

View the online version of this article here.
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https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=2E3D3378B9D64F069D4EEF9582371C14&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=6CBF92890E104D0D97535539A47D3A54&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=5B3413076DA841AAABF1DF3E868CB747&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=134CD73FA2B4452D90F729EEBFB762A6&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=20179F95230D4AE89BA4B0DAB6B57D63&_z=z
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2017-03-15/japanese-exporters-outperform-as-the-yen-weakens
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Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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